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Numerical methods for solving 3D inverse scattering problems wtth ftxed-energy 
data are described. Exact Inversion formulas are given. Stability of the mversion 
methods based on these formulas is Investigated. An explicit formula IS given for 
construction of the Dirrchlet-to-Neumann map from the scattering amphtude. Thts 
formula IS used as a basis for another numerical approach to the inverse scattering 
problem. Several open problems are formulated. ( 1992 Academtc Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the direct scattering problem: 
I,u := [V’ + k2 - q(x)] u = 0 in R3, (1) 
4x, 8, k) = exp(iktI.,u) + A,(@, 8, k) r-’ exp(ikr) + o(r-‘), 
r = 1x1 -+ X, O’=Xr-‘, OES2. 
(2) 
Here S’ is the unit sphere in R3, the coefftcient A,(&, 0, k) is called the 
scattering amplitude, we take k2 = 1 in what follows without loss of 
generality, and u(x, 8, k) is called the scattering solution. We write 
A(@, 6) := A,(@, 0) and u(x, 0) omitting the dependence on k, since k = 1 
will be fixed. Problem (1 ), (2) has a unique solution if we assume 
that q E Q, := {q(x): q(x) = q(x), q E L’(B,), q = 0 in II:‘,, where the bar 
stands for complex conjugate, B, = {x: 1x1 <a}, Bb= R3\B,, a >O. The 
assumption q(x) E Q0 is very natural, in fact, necessary in some 
sense. Indeed, if q(x) decays fast enough, say, Iq(x)l <c(l + Jxl))‘, 
CI > 3, then one can write q = q, + q2, where q2(x) = 0 for 1x1 d a, 
q2(x) = q(x) for 1x1 >, a, and q,(x) = 0 for (xl > a, q,(x) = q(x) for 
1x1 <a. The scattering amplitude A,(&, 0) = A,(&, 0) + A,(@, f3), where 
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AJO’, 8) = SE0 exp(-iO’-x)u(x, B)q,(x)dx + J,,exp(-i8’.?r)u(x, O)qJx)dx, 
and IA~(8’,8)~~c,~,,,~~(1+Ix~)~zdx~c,a~’”~3’~0 as a-rco. There- 
fore the contribution to A,(&, 0) from q*(x), the tail of q(x), becomes 
arbitrarily small if a is sufficiently large. This contribution becomes 
indistinguishable from measurements noise if a is large enough. Therefore one 
cannot determine the exact behavior of q(x) in B: if the data are noisy and 
the a is so large that u~-(‘-~’ is of the order of noise level. The inverse problem 
IPI is: giwn A(@, t?)for all 0’~ S’,find q(x). It is proved in Cl-33 that IPl 
has at most one solution (see also [l-17,21-32] for a number of related 
results). Exact inversion formula is found in [7]: 
A(8’, ~1) v,(ct, 8) dcr (3) 
0, 0’~ M 
81 - r 
Here AE[W~ is arbitrary fixed, M={i3:8~C~, O.e=l}, z.c:=z,c,+ 
z,i,+z3i3, let = {e-g} 9 ‘I* the bar stands for complex conjugate, 
4(A) := j q(x) exp( -ill .x) d.x, I= s , 
& 
4a’, a)= f i &(a) Y,m(~‘h Co, a E S2 (4) 
I=0 m=-I 
A,(a) := 1 4 a’, a) y,(cc’) da’, 
Y,,(E) is the orthonormal in L*(S’) system of spherical harmonics, 
CI = (9, $) is a point on S* with the spherical coordinates (9, d), 
(21-t l)(f- (ml)! Ii2 
2(/+ Iml)! 1 . P,l,l(cos $1 exp(W) (6) 
P,,,,,(cos 9) = (sin 8)‘“’ d’~~~~~)‘), 
P,(cos 9) 1 d’(cos* 9 1)’ 
(7) 
- = 
2’1! (dcos 9)’ . 
Note that Y,,(F) is well defined by (6) for any 8’ E M: if f9; = sin 9 cos 4, 
0; = sin 9 sin 4, 0; = cos 9, and 9, q5 G C, then 8’ E A4 and any point in M 
can be obtained by the above formulas with suitable 9, Q E @. It is proved 
in [13] that 
(*(+1)/* 1 
- 21+ 1 if q(x) E Qa. (8) 
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Here and throughout c denotes various positive constants. Estimate (8) 
allows one to define A(B’, a) for any 8’ E A4 by the formula 
% 
Ate', a)= 1 i A,",(a) Y,Je'), 8'EM, CiES2, (9) 
I=0 In=-/ 
where the series converges absolutely for any 0’ E M. Indeed, it is proved in 
[13] that 
1 exp(xr) 
I Yh(@)l G-- 
&G IjAr) ’ 
r > 0, OEM, x = IIm 61, (10) 
where r > 0 is an arbitrary positive number, and j,(r) is the spherical Bessel 
function, j,(r) := (7c/2r)“‘J,+ Li2 (r), J!(r) is the usual Bessel funtion, 
as I+ +cn, O<r<u. 
Estimate (10) follows from the formula 
5 .sl exp(-i6.ar) Y,(a)dcc=47c( -i)‘.j,(r) Y,(0) (11) 
if one uses Cauchy’s inequality and the equation I/ Y,(a)11 L2tsZI = 1. From 
(10) and (8) it follows that series (9) is majorized by the series 
z a (2f+11/2 
c 1 J21+ 1 - 
-0 
exp(vh 
I=0 r 
so that the series converges absolutely if one takes r > a in (10). Therefore, 
given the exact values of A(&‘, a), a’, CL E S*, one can calculate A(&, a) for 
8’ E M and a ES’ by formula (9) and then use formula (3) for calculating 
4(A). It is easy to check [ 1 ] that for every A E R3 there exist 8, 8’ E M such 
that 8’ - 8 = 1, lej -+ 00, letI + co. Therefore, the description of formula (3) 
is completed as soon as the procedure for calculating the function v,(a, 0) 
is given. This procedure is as follows. Consider the minimization problem: 
z(v) = inf, 
E(V) := II~(v)II,-~ := 
{ 
ja,<,,,<,-, (I+ Ixl)r3'* lpl'dx}'i2, (12) . . 
U,>U 
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P(V) :=exp(-iO~~)j-~~u(x, a) v(a)da- 1, 
v(a) E L*(P), BEA 
4x, a) = exp(ia .x) + f f: A,Jcr) Y,(?cO) h,(r), 
I=0 m=-I 
r= 1x1 >a, p=-y. 
r 
(13) 
(13’) 
Here A,,,Jcr) are defined by (5), 
where Hi”(r) is the usual Hankel function, h,(r) = r-’ exp(ir)[ 1 + o( l)] as 
r+ + co, and a, >a is an arbitrary fixed number. It is proved [7], that 
inf ,,EL2cS2)S$(~) :=d,(tl)<cl8[-’ for all OEM, 101 B 1 where c=const >O 
does not depend on 8 and E. The last inequality means that (81 is suf- 
ficiently large, 161 > do. The exact restriction on the B. > 0 is given in [7]: 
it is sufficient hat /L-‘(0) 411 L~CB,j _ L2CB,j < 1, where L - ‘(0) is the operator 
defined in [7], namely, 
1 
L-wf:= -03 I 
exp(il .x)7@) dA 
R3 P+21.e * 
Let v, := V,(CL, 0) be any member of the minimizing sequence for (12) which 
has the property 
lim sup $ ( vE) < c, 
E--t0 
8 E A4 is fixed, 101 s 1. (14) 
Then ~,(a, 0) can be used in formula (3) for recovery of 4(A). This is proved 
in 171. 
The stability problem we want to investigate is the following one. 
Suppose that 6 > 0 and a function A,(&, 0), 0’, 0E S* are given, such that 
SUP pa(e',e)-A(e',e)l 4. 
ee E S’ 
(15) 
Note that A,(&, 0) is not assumed to be a scattering amplitude: it is an 
arbitrary function satisfying (15). The stability problem is: given the set 
(6, A6) such that (15) holds, find qa(A) such that 
14&l) - 4(A)l < q(S) + 0 as S + 0, I4 < 10. (16) 
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Here & > 0 is an arbitrary fixed number. We will show how to calculate 
Ga(A) with the property (16) given the data (6, &}, and will give an 
estimate of q(6). No stability results for this inverse problem seem to be 
known. 
Another approach to IPl is based on an auxiliary problem which con- 
sists of finding q(x) E Q, given the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map n = A(q, S). 
Let us define this map. Let S := (x: 1x1 =u,)l, a, >a. Assume that the 
Dirichlet operators I, and f,, defined in ( 1) (with k = 1) do not have zero 
as an eigenvalue in the ball B with boundary S. Then, the problem 
I, w = 0 in B, 4s=f (17) 
is uniquely solvable for any f~ H3’2(S) where H’(S) is the usual Sobolev 
space, its solution in E H2(B) and ~1; Js := h is uniquely defined. Here u; 
is the limit value of the normal derivative of u on S from B. Therefore the 
map 
A:f+h (18) 
is well defined. It is called the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map for I, in B. It is 
possible to recover q(x) given A. Let us explain a possible way to do it. 
Define the function 
t(W, f3) := lexp( -8 .x) I&-U, 0) q(x) d-u, (19) 
where $(x, 0) is the special solution to ( 1) (with k = 1) which has the 
asymptotic behavior 
$(x, e)=exp(ie.sg[i + R(x, e)], 
IlRll LyD,,=o(l) as lel +scI, 8EM, 
(20) 
where D, is an arbitrary bounded region in R3. Actually 11 R(j L2cD,j < c)81 I, 
c=c(D,) does not depend on 0E M, (01% 1. If t(8’, 0) is known for all 
8’, tI E M, (81 9 1, 10’1 B 1, then g(1) is recovered by the formula 
Q(A) = lim tw, e) B’-e=,. 
e.e”EM.lHI - x 
(21) 
similar to (3). In fact, the derivation of (3) in [7 J uses the basic result [7], 
which says that there exists v,(c(, 0) E ,C.‘(S*) such that 
!I , IL(x,e)-Sr,u(.~,OL)v,(n,e)d( -+o II as E +O. (221 LQD) 
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This result implies that 
t(&. 0) = -47r lim J A(8’, a) vg(a, e) da (23) 6’0 .yz 
so that formula (21) follows from (23) and (3). Formula (21) follows 
also from (19) and (20). The basic steps of the approach based on the 
Dirichlet-to-Neumann map A are: Step 1: writing t(8’, 0) in terms of A+; 
Step 2: deriving a second kind Fredholm-type integral equation for /I$,; 
Step 3: deriving A from the scattering data A(W, 0), 8’, 8 E S2. The first two 
steps are very simple [lS], the third step presents the basic difftculties and 
shows the origin and nature of the ill-posedness of the inverse problem IPl. 
Step 1. Using (V2 + 1) I,$ = &, (19) Green’s formula, and the nota- 
tions 24 o:=exp(-iB’.x), \t’ N := dw+/dNl,, one gets 
Here A, is the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map for q(x) - 0, tjO is the solution 
to the problem 
~o~o:=(V2+l)~o=OinB, tie=* on s, (25) 
which is uniquely solvable by the assumption that zero is not a Dirichlet 
eigenvalue of lo in B, and the last integral in (24) vanishes as follows from 
Green’s formula: 
j-s (uo$oN - UO,V$) ds = s, (uo~o+o - $ lo+o) &= 0. (26) 
Thus 
t(O’, 0) = Js exp( - itI’ . x)(A - Ao) ~5 dx. (27) 
Since A, is known, formula (27) completes Step 1. 
Step 2. The function $, defined by (20), is the unique solution to the 
equation 
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where G(x, J) solves the problem 
(V2+ l)G(x, I’)= -6(,\--y) in R’ 
G(x. y) = G(x - y), G(x) = exp(i0 .x) T(x, 6), 
(29) 
(30) 
and 
(31) 
Conditions 8 E M, (81 % 1, guarantee that (28) is uniquely solvable, as 
explained in [7]. One has, with x4 B, 
j 
B 
Gq$dy=l 
B 
GI,+dy=j. (G$,-G,$)ds 
S 
= G(A-/l,)II/ds, 
s .K 4 B, (32) S 
where the argument is the same as in Step 1. Take .K + S and write (28) as: 
e(x)=exp(i8.x)-~~G(x,s)(n-n,)Ilrds. s E s. (33) 
This is a Fredholm-type second kind integral equation for $ Is. Indeed, the 
kernel G = 0(1x - SI - ’ ) and the operator G(A - A,) is compact in L’(S), so 
that (33) is a Fredholm-type equation. 
Let us study the operator A - ,4, assuming k = 1. Consider the problems 
1,~ = 0 in B, w =f on S, and I,w, = 0 in B, it’s =f on S. Denote by u= IV 
the solution to the first problem and Qo.f= u’~ the solution to the second 
problem. Let L’ = w - M’~. Then f,u = qw in B, u = 0 on S, u = f; ‘qw. 
Thus (A - A,)f= &/aN= (a/aN) l;‘qQJ One has Q: Zf3j2(S) + H2(B), 
qQ: JIZ~~‘(S) + H’(B), l,‘qQ: H3j2(S) -+ H’(B), (t@N) f,‘qQ: H3;2(S) -+ 
H”‘(S). If q E H’(B) the above argument shows that A - A,: H3”(S) --+ 
H”‘(S). If qE HP(E), p 20, then G(A -A,) is compact in H3j2(S). 
The third step is to find /1 from the scattering data A(&, 6), 8’, 0 E S’. 
Let us describe it. Let G, denote the Green function of I, which satisfies the 
outgoing radiation condition at infinity. Since zero is not a Dirichlet eigen- 
value of I, in B, one can uniquely solve problem (17) by the formula 
I%‘= 
.r 
G,(x, s) a(s) ds, 
s 
(34) 
where c(s) is the unique solution of the equation IsG,(~, t) o(t) dr = 
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f(s), s E S [16]. The well-known jump relation for the normal derivative of 
the single-layer potential (34) is 
w+ =rT+wN. N (35) 
The function (34) in B’= R3\B can be found explicitly as the solution to 
the problem 
(V’ + 1) w = 0 in B’, y, =f, 
exp( ir ) 
w=4xrb(B’)+o ; , 
0 
r=Ix(-+co, 
It is proved in [ 16, p. 461 that 
G&x, s) = exp(ilxl) 
4d-d 
1x1 + a, 
From (34), (38), and (37) it follows that 
Bo := 
s 
u(s, e’) a(s) ds=b( -e’). 
s 
(36) 
et=? 
r’ (37) 
ef=$ (38) 
(39) 
Here the scattering solution U(S, 0) is given explicitly through the data 
A(8’, 0) by formula (13’). Equation (39) is a Fredholm-type first kind 
integral equation for 0. If (39) is solved then A is defined through the data 
A(&, 0), 8’, 8ES2, by formula (35): givenfand A(@, 0) one finds w; and 
0, and wN+, so that the map A:f+ wN+ is constructed. Since S is a sphere 
of radius a, one can write (39) as an equation on the unit sphere S2. Let 
fJ(s)= f i ~/m Y,m(a), .S=CI,Ct, d lm = s o(a,a)Y,da. (40) I=0 m=-I s2 
Equating coefficients in front of the spherical harmonics in (39) one gets a 
linear system for elm: 
a: ,g, m i,, C4~i’hOd ~,m,,w + &n.,wb(~,)l crrn, = b,m, I , 
O<i< co, -I<m<I; (41) 
b,m := Is2 b( -et) y,O de!, A~,,,,~, = Js2 A,.,.(ey r,O de’. (42) 
The matrix of (41) is very ill-conditioned. One can also solve Eq. (39) 
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numerically using a regularization method. For example, let ;’ > 0 be a 
regularization parameter. Consider the minimization problem 
/(B,o - b6/l ~J(Q, + ~~lloll L+s?) = inf, 
llbd - bll L*(sZ, < 4 (I B - B,\l < 6. 
(43) 
Here cr(s) is considered as a function on S’, and bd and B, are the noisy 
values of b( -0’) and B. 
This problem one can solve numerically. If y = r(b) is chosen properly 
then the solution os to (43) is a stable approximation of 6, the solution to 
(39). This completes the description of the second approach to IPl. 
If A&(Co, a), a’, o(ES’, is given such that SU~~,~,~~~IA~(C~‘, @)-A(&‘, a)/ 
< 6, then formula ( 13’) with A&,,,,(LY) in place of A,(a) cannot be used 
since the resulting series may diverge. One can use u6(s, f3’) in place of 
U(S, 8’) where u~(s, a) is given by (52). The resulting Eq. (39) is 
B,o := 
s s2 
u,j(s, e’) a(s) ds = b,( -8’), 
where b,( - 0’) is the truncated Fourier series for b( -0’): 
N(a) I 
b,(B’)=47c c c fl,, 
,=o n*=-,h(a,) y,(e”, 
and 
(3%) 
(39b) 
Thus, Eq. (39a) can be written as (the choice of N(6) is made in Section 2) 
(39c) 
where c lm := ss2 4ala) %(a) d a, and Y,,,,( -0’)= (- 1)’ Y,,,J&) by (6) 
and (7). Equation (39~) can be written as a linear system for finding cr,,,, if 
one projects both sides of (39~) onto each of the spherical harmonics 
Y,,,,(e’), o~&N(6), -&&l: 
N(d) /’ 
4c c %,h?~,hA(4) fJlh7. = 
4x(-1Yf/m 
,‘=O m’= -,’ h&z,) 
(39d) 
UWm~./m = I Ua,.m,(ey r,0 de’ s2 
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Steps 1 and 2 of the second approach were used in [lg]. In [ 191 
reconstruction from boundary measurements i discussed. 
2. STABILITY RESULTS 
Let N(6) = IIn 6I/ln(ln 61, 0 < 6 <e-l, lo > 0 be an arbitrary large fixed 
number, O-C [ < 1 be an arbitrary fixed number, y :=In(a,/a)>O, 
y, := In[a,/(a fi)] > 0, q E Q, and c denote various positive constants 
depending on llqll := lldlL2~B,,7 on a, and a,, but independent of 6, E, and 
8. Let 
46(n) = -47t s ‘w’, co vg(a, 0) da, 8’ = e’(s), 0 = e(s), (4) s2 
where IZE !I%“, (A( < I&j, 
N(b) I 
&K a) := c c &da) YJe’), acs*, 8’EM, (45) 
I=0 m=-I 
4&a) := js2 &(B, a) Yhd) db (46) 
e=e(s), e’=eys), 8, ew4, ef-84 181 B 1, 18’1 B 1 (47) 
le(s)l -+ a as 6 +0, (48) 
and vg(a, 6) is a suitable function. In particular, one can take v6(c(, 0) = 
v,(~,~(~,,(Ix, e(S)) with a suitable ~(6, e(6)) --, 0 as 6 --, 0, where v,(a, 0) is the 
function constructed in (14). 
THEOREM 1. There exist e(S) and O’(S) satisfying (47) and (48), 
~(8, e(d)) + 0 as 6 + 0, and V&t, o(S)), such that 
Ma(4-B(41 ~c(ie(s)i-l+exp[-~yN(G)]} US d-,0, I4 < 10. (49) 
Remark 1. The function vg(a, e(6)) := v,(a) in Theorem 1 can be 
calculated as a member of a minimizing sequence for the problem 
5,(v) = inf, &E(V) := Iballs-1, (50) 
where 11. IIE-~ is defined in (12), 
pa :=exp( -8.x) 
s 
u,(x, a) v(a) da - 1, (51) s2 
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and 
uh(.x, a) :=exp(iu .x) f 1 C A,,(a) Y,,JxO) h,(r), 
/=a Pm-l 
r = 1x1 > a. 
(52) 
(Compare with (12) and (13).) The function u,(x, a) is the “noisy repre- 
sentative” of the scattering solution. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Define 
ME, 0) :=4(l) +4n js2 A(8’, a) v,(a, f3) da. (53) 
We omit dependence on 8’ and I in m(c, 0). Using the formula 
-4d(8’, a)=J exp(-iB’.x)u(x, a)q(x)dx, (54) 
and taking 19’ - 8 = 1, one gets 
IW, e)l = 1 exp(-iR.x) p,(x) 4(x) & Q IIp,(x)ll Ildx)ll, 
(55) 
Ilq(x)ll := Ml LQ,)? 
where p,(x) is given by (13) with v,(a, t9) in place of v(a). One has 
lIPElI G IIP,(X) - Nx, 
wi B 1, eof. 
e)ll i IIR(X, e)li d IIPE - RII + ciei - ‘, 
(56) 
It follows from (22) that, with x= Jim f?/, 
exp(-Xa) lb,-RI/ ,< Ilexp(-iB.x)[pB-R]II :=/?(E, 0) +O as e-+0. (57) 
Here 8 E M is arbitrary but fixed, 101 9 1. Note also that 
IIP~ - RII G 40) lb, - RII aj,a, + , + 0 as E + 0. (57’) 
This estimate is proved in Section 3. From (56) and (57) one gets 
llp,ll~clel-‘+exp(~u)B(~e)<(~+i)lel-* asE-+o. (58) 
Indeed, choose E so small that exp(Xa) /I(&. 0) < 10) -I. This is possible by 
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(57) 
(55) 
for any fixed OEM, 181 $ 1. Thus (58) holds for all EE (0, ~(101)). From 
and (58) one gets 
IN&, WI < c, PI - I, O<~<~(M), Cf = cc + 1 M1. (59) 
Next, note that with A(&, a) := Cj?zd EL= -,A,,,,(cY) Y,(W), 
k&(+q(~)l < I@, @I + 47~ Is2 I&e’, LY) - d(e’, Ct)l IV&g da 
+h s2 IACe’, a)-A(e’, a)\ IvJoL)J da. I (60) 
One has, with a(~,) :=jS2 Iv,(a)l da and N=N(J), 
s s2 I&(e’, a) - $O’, all Ivda)l  
6 a(~,) SUP IA,(e’, a) - As(e’, a)/ 
ZES2 
G4vd f f: sup I&da) - -hda)l I ydvl 
I=0 Ins-, ass2 
<c &z(V~) N2 expb, x) 
ljtAal)l 
(*N + 1 v2 
exp(xaf h (61) 
where we used (10) and the estimate 
sup I&h -AhI* < sup f 
ores2 
i IAs,m(a)-A,m(a)12 
rsS2 ,=o m= --( 
= s s I4 a’, a) - A(a’, a)l* da < 4n6*. (62) 
Let us estimate the last integral in (60) using (8) and (10): 
5 IAt@, Co- $e’, a)l IvdaN da SJ 
co I 
G 1 c sup I&,(~)l 4~s) I Y,,AW 
I=N+l m=-I 1 
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$ca(v,) f 
,=N+, $p,(&)“‘+“2 
1 2/+ 1 
(--> 
(ZICl)/Z 
x21+ ea, 
(21+ 1 )I” exp(Xa,) 
f ca(v,) exp(xa,) f 
0 
t 
11/c I),2 
. (21+ 1)’ ? 
/=.w+ I 
0 
h 
fca(v6)exp(~a,)N’~2 t 
From (59 b( 63) one gets 
where 
~(6) := inf ,CN<,~ [bN5”(~)12’~+“:+N1~2(~)Y] 
=exp{-~N(b)[l+o(l)]) as 6-O. 
(63 1 
(64) 
(65) 
The i&mum in (65) is attained at N= N(6)[ 1 + o( l)], where N(6) = 
Iln6I/ln(ln61. Here y=ln(a,/a)>O. One can choose ~=~(18(6)))+~,~0 
and W(S)1 -+6+o cc so slowly that a(v,)exp(Xa,)[~(G)]‘~~‘~,_,O for an 
arbitrary fixed 4, 0 < 5 < 1, where V,(U) = v(a, 0(S)). With this choice of 
O(6) and ~(6, e(S)), estimate (64) reduces to (49). Theorem 1 is proved. u 
Let us estimate RdE(v): 
GE(v)+ exp(-iH-x)~~:[~,(x,a)-u(l,a)]V(a)~aii 
II F ’ 
:=$(v,+J, (66) 
J<exp(C’X)a(v) sup Ilu,(x, a)-u(x, a)llEml, 
ZCS’ 
(67) 
sup IMx Co - 4~ a)ll,-1 
xc.72 
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One has 
Zf < 47~6~ max 5 E-’ dr 
r21w912 
OGlCN 0, (1 +r)3i2 
<4nS* max I z drr”*lh,(r)12 O<I<N 0, 
1: d sup f i lA,?Acr)12 H,, 
MEs*[=N+] ,,,-, 
H, = 
I 
x drr”*lh,(r)12. 
01 
LEMMA 1 [17]. 
(69) 
(70) 
(71) 
Proof of (71) is given in Section 3. From (67k(71) one gets 
%At)~o) Q .2%(v) + c exp(,y-‘1 a(v) y,(d), 
where 
(72) 
p,(s):=exp{-y,N(b)[l+o(l)]} as 6-0, y, :=lnL 
a 2 J’ (73) 
Indeed, by (69), (70), (8), and (71): 
Thus, from (68) one gets 
SUP Ilu&, Co -4x, a)ll,-1 
ZES2 
+(~)NN1’4+(--$~N-3~4]. (68’) 
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Taking minimum in N in the right-hand side of (68’) 6 > 0 being fixed, 
yields (compare with (65)) 
sup I(U,(,~,a)--(.Y,a)((,-l~cexp{-g,N(6)[1+0(1)]) 
X-ES? 
:=cp,(h) as 6+0, 
where y, :=ln(a,/a V/i,, 
Let us assume that 
(68”) 
(74) 
Then ;‘, > 0. One can argue as above to get 
(75 1 
Let us find a minimizing sequence \‘,,(a, 6, E, 0) for (50) such that 
expWL) 4hA p,(6) G c#), o<t<1, (76) 
“%(~~n,d,)d481 -‘, E=E(lecs,l,, e=e(6)EM, (77) 
where c = const > 0 do not depend on n, 8, E, and S. This is possible since 
(*) inf,, EL(v) <cl01 -‘[7]. Indeed, one can choose lo(S)1 -+ CXI, n(6) + r; 
and s(le(S)l) +O so slowly that (76) holds, and use (72) and (*) to get 
.& ( v n,ci,)~~,~e(S)~-I+~2~f(6)~~~e(6)~ -1 if pi(s) < l&6)1 I. (78) 
In particular, one can use (73) and choose Iti( <exp[f~~r~N(S)]. Then 
the last inequality (78) holds, and (78) yields (77). Suppose that one found 
numerically n(6) --, CG, l&S)1 -+ CD, e()e(S)l) -+ 0, such that (47) (76) and 
(78) hold. Then (75) yields 
(79) 
One would like to conclude that any sequence vMt6)(a) := v,(a) with the 
properties (76)-(79) and (47) satisfies (22) with ~=~(18(6)1) and tI= e(S). 
We have proved that there exist .s()e(~?)l) such that this conclusion holds, 
but did not prove that it holds for any s( le(??)l) with the above properties 
(76)-(79) and (47). It is an interesting open problem to prove thts. Another 
open problem is to prove that if e(S) and e(le(S)l) are chosen so that (47) 
holds and (22) holds for q = 0 then it holds for any q E Q, (although not 
uniformly in q). See [30] and [31]. 
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3. AUXILIARY ESTIMATES 
Here we prove estimates (57’) and (71). 
Proof of (57’). Define W, := ( 1 + p,) exp(i0 . x), note that 
$=(l +R)exp(ie..u) 
and, with k = 1, 
I, W’, = 0, I,*=0 in R3. (80) 
By elliptic estimates one has 
IIN’,- $11 d cllw,- ~II.,.,,, ,’ 
s (81) Ilf III,, := If12(1+lxl)-3’2dX, a < II) G h 
where c= c(a, a,, [lqll) does not depend on E. From (81) one gets 
eW-x4 lh- WI d licit,- till ~~llp,-N,,,.,+~ exp[z(a, + l)], 
x = IIm 81. 
(82) 
Thus 
lb, - RII G c evCx(a, + a + 1 )I IUP, - RII.,,,, + I. (83) 
This estimate is identical with (57’), and c(8) = c exp[X(a, + a + l)]. 1 
Proof of (71). It is known [20, p. 727, Formula 6.664.41 that 
lh,(r)l’=~[; K,,(2rsht) ch[(2I+ 1) t] dt, (84) 
where K0 is the modified Hankel function. Thus 
drr-‘I* K,(2rsht) {ch[(2I+ 1) r]} dt 
&2 5 a exp( -2a,sht) ch[(2Z+ l)t] dt :=--$I,, (85) a1 0 
where Z1 is the last integral in (85), and we used the estimate K,(t)< 
c exp( - I), 0 < to < t, c = c(tO) > 0, f. is an arbitrary positive number. To 
estimate Z,, put x = shr, dx = (1 +x2)‘/* dr, exp(t) = x + (1 + x2)“‘. Then 
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I,6 il. 5 
‘exp(-2a,y)CX+(l+X2)1’2]2’+‘+1 d.x 
0 2 (1 +.y2)12 
1 
2/f I
.(t +.u’)‘d.\- 
4+23’ 
I .zr 
exp( - 2a 1 X) d.v + 2” exp( -2a, s) .y2’ d.y 
I s 0 i I 
2”+$21+ 1) ) 
I 1 (86) 
where r(z) is the gamme function, r(.~ + 1 ) = ,/Zrcx(.uie) [ 1 + n( 1 )I as 
x+ 00. Thus 
From (85) and (87), estimate (71) follows. 1 
4. EXAMPLE OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF A GWEN A(O',6) 
Suppose A(&, 0) = c = const. The reciprocity condition A( -O’, - 0) = 
A(6, 0’) is satisfied. The unitarity condition (A - A*)/2i= (k/47r) AA* is 
satisfied provided Im c = klc12. We take k = 1, so Im c = Ic(‘. Note that 
(4~) ~’ is cancelled because AA*f = 47~)~)’ js2 f du. We do not claim that 
A(&, 0) = c is a scattering amplitude corresponding to a q E Qa. In fact, we 
can prove [24] that no q E QG produces A(@‘, 6) = c. Let S be the sphere 
of radius a, centered at the origin. The problem (36) has the solution 
and 
(88) 
(89) 
(90) 
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To find r~ from (39), one uses (41). If A = c = const then A,,, ,,,, ), = 
&c6,,,,,, and (41) yields: 
exp( ir) 
h,(r) = - 
r . 
(91) 
Thus 
' f/m Y,,,(@) 
= ,:o ,?-, Ma,) 
x K(a,)+ 
i 
4lT 
u:[4niy,(u,) + c &Gc 6,,h&,)] I . 
(92) 
5. OPEN PROBLEMS 
(1) Suppose q(x) E QU. We conjecture that the following formula for 
a, the minimal radius of the ball outside of which q(x)=O, is true: 
a = lim sup 
i[ 
sup IA/,(~)1 1 
2:(2/ + 1) (2/+ 1 ) 
- 
I 
(93) 
I-m zcSZ.Iml</ e ’ 
Formula (93) is based on formula (8). Although (8) is an upper bound, but 
it is likely that this bound is attained and (93) holds. If proved, formula 
(93) gives an accurate description of the support of q(x) through the 
asymptotics, as I+ co, of the Fourier coefficients of the scattering 
amplitude A(&. 0). 
(2) Two open problems have been formulated below formula (79). It 
is interesting to find a function d(0) > 0, 0~ M, I(?] $1, such that the 
inequality 0 <E < 4(e) implies ]m(.s, 13)l + 0 as 101 + 0, 0 E M, where m(s, 0) 
is defined in (53). Can 4(e) be chosen uniformly in q, q E Q,, ~~q~~, < c 
where c > 0 is a given constant? See [31]. 
(3) Numerical experiments are desirable in order to gain a better 
understanding of the computational limitations of the two inversion 
methods described in Section 1. 
(4) Necessary and sufficient conditions for a function A(&, 0) to be 
the scattering amplitude corresponding to a q E Q, are found in [2] but 
they are not algorithmically verifiable. Can one give an algorithmically 
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verifiable characterization (i.e., necessary and sufficient conditions on 
A(&, 8)) of the class of scattering amplitudes corresponding to q(s) E Q,? 
(See [15]). 
(5) Let us consider a simple question: if A(@, 0) is a scattering 
amplitude at a fixed k>O for a qEQ(j):={q:q=& Iq(.u)l<(l+l?rl)~ I’. 
fi>3) and c=const, then will CA(~)‘, 0) be a scattering amplitude for a 
q‘ E Q(P)? For instance, is - A(@, 0) a scattering amplitude if A(@, H) is? 
To answer this question, use the unitarity relation [21, p. 2281: 
A-A* k 
---=GAA*. 
2i 
One has 
CA-PA* k 
2i 
=G ICI’ AA*. 
(94) 
(95) 
Assume c = T. Then (94) and (95) imply c = c’, so c = 0 or c = 1. We have 
proved: 
PROWSITION 1. If A(&, 8) is a scattering amplitude which sati?fies the 
unitarity relation (94) then CA, c = const. c = F, is not a scattering amplitude 
unless c=O or c= 1. 
If c=ib, b=6, A=A,+iA,, A,=A:, A,=AT, then (95) implies 
.4, = bA2. This and (94) yield AI = (k/47c)(b + i) Al(b - i) A,, or 
Al = (k(b’+ 1)/47r) A:. Denote B := (4n/k(b’+ 1)j A,. Then B= B2, that 
is, B is a projection operator, and A = const . B. Can A have this propert?,? 
Another problem: 
Problem. Can a scattering amplitude at a fixed k > 0 for a q E Q(p) be 
a finite rank operator in L2( S2), that is, a degenerate kernel ? 
We conjecture that the answer is no. We have proved that no q E Q, can 
produce A( W, 0) = c = const VB’, 0 E S2 at a fixed k > 0 (see [24] ). 
Remark. In [30], [31] the following result is obtained. Let v(a, t3) E 
L2(S2) satisfy the estimate IIp(v)lJ,-~<cl@ mm’ for a fixed E, O<&<a;‘. 
DeIine 4 := -4~ JS2 A(&, a) V(CX, 0) da(*), 8,&E M, 8’ - 8 = 1. Then 
sup,,, GA,14-4(A)l <cl0[ -’ as 101 -+ KJ. Here A,>0 is an arbitrary fixed 
number, qE L” n Q,, c depends on llqllLzccBO, and a, but not on 8. Com- 
pared with (3), inversion formula (*) depends only on one parameter, 8. 
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